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Abstract—We can classify clustering into two categories. In
K Clustering, we know the number of clusters or K. In other
category of clustering, K in unknown. In this paper we have
considered the first category only. We can broadly classify
features within a data set into continuous and categorical. Here
we have considered data set with continuous features only.
Clustering can be done by all features or by relevant features
only. Researches had commonly used some feature selection
techniques to select relevant features for clustering and then did
clustering by some clustering algorithm. Here we have used Multi
Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) for simultaneous feature
selection and clustering. Here, K-means is hybridized with GA.
We have used hybridized GA to combine global searching abilities
of GA with local searching abilities of K-means. Considering
context sensitivity, we have used a special crossover operator
called “pairwise crossover” and “substitution”. Elimination of
redundant, irrelevant features increases clustering performance,
reflected in MOGA Feature Selection (H, S) compared with
MOGA (H, S). The main contribution of this paper is simul-
taneous dimensionality reduction and optimization of objectives
using MOGA.

I. INTRODUCTION

Excluding multimedia data set, we can classify features of
data set as continuous and categorical. Continuous feature
values are naturally ordered and have implicit distance and
magnitude semantics. Categorical feature can only take certain
values. Ages, height and weight of people are continuous
whereas gender is categorical. Encoding scheme used in the
work is not suitable for categorical data. So we have consid-
ered continuous features only for this work. Clustering is to
identify natural groups (clusters) within a data set such that
instances in the same group are more similar than instances in
different groups. It is one of the important tasks of data mining
i.e. extracting information from data. From the definition of
clustering two objectives of clustering are clear - minimization
of intra-cluster distances (Homogeneity, H) and maximization
of inter-cluster distances (Separation, S). Data clustering has
therefore been considered as an intrinsically multi-objective
optimization problem (MOOP) [5], [18], [19] where more

than one objectives are to be optimized simultaneously. It
is achieved by measuring H and S using Euclidean dis-
tance per feature metric, suitable for continuous features.
Clustering are usually classified as NP-hard [13] problem.
Evolutionary algorithms are meta-heuristics widely believed
to be able to provide satisfactory sub-optimal solutions to
NP-hard problems in reasonable time [16], [29], [34]. Among
these approaches, genetic algorithm (GA) has been known to
offer significant advantages against conventional evolutionary
algorithms by using simultaneously several search principles
and heuristics. GAs are “search algorithms based on the
dynamics of natural selection and natural genetics” [15].
Categories of GAs are - simple GA (SGA) and multi objective
GA (MOGA). When an optimization problem involves only
one objective, the task of finding the best solution is a single
objective optimization problem. In clustering, it is necessary to
optimize more than one objective simultaneously by MOGA.
As the relative importance of different clustering criteria are
unknown, it is better to optimize (Homogeneity, H) and
(Separation, S) separately rather than combining them into
a single measure to be optimized. Although GAs have been
used in data clustering problems [7], [16], [29], [31], [34],
[40], most of them optimized single objective, which is hardly
equally applicable to all kinds of data sets. All features are
not equally important from clustering viewpoint. Although
some researchers have done clustering by MOGA or by other
multi objective evolutionary algorithms [1], [9], [10], [11],
[20], [24], [25], [33], [36], [37], [38] none of them indeed
tried simultaneous feature selection. Recently we have done
simultaneous feature selection and clustering by MOGA for
categorical features [12] only. MOGA Feature Selection (H,
S) automatically distinguish between relevant and irrelevant
features for clustering without taking help of feature selection
techniques described in [23], [26], [39], [41], which is the
main contribution of this work.

Organization of this paper is as follows. Section II defines
the problem. Section III describes various preprocessing steps.



Section IV describes proposed approach for solving the prob-
lem. In section V testing and comparison of two clustering
algorithms are carried out on 5 popular benchmark data sets.
Finally section VI summarizes the work with concluding
remarks.

II. DEFINITIONS

A relation R denotes a relational schema, R(A1, A2, ...An),
where A1, A2, ...An, a set of features (attributes) and n is the
total number of features (attributes) including class label.
dom(Ai) is the domain of Ai, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
X represents a data set, which is a set of tuples that is

X = {t1, t2, ...tm}, where m = total number of tuples or
records.

Each tuple t is an n-dimensional feature vector, which
is an ordered list of n values that is t = [vt1, v

t
2, ...v

t
n],

where vti ∈ dom(Ai), with 1 ≤ i ≤ n. vti is ith value
in tuple t, which corresponds to the feature Ai. Each tu-
ple, t belongs to predefined class represented by vtn where
vtn ∈ dom(An). vtn or class labels are unknown in clustering,
so t = [vt1, v

t
2, ...v

t
n−1]. Henceforth n−1 = total number of fea-

tures excluding class label. After normalization (explained in
section III-B) t = [nvt1, nv

t
2, ..., nv

t
n−1], where 0 ≤ nvti ≤ 1.

The problem is to cluster every ti of X (1 ≤ i ≤ m) in
K number of non-overlapping groups {C1, C2, ...CK}, where
C1 ∪ C2 ∪ ...CK = X , Ci ̸= Ø and Ci ∩ Cj = Ø for i ̸= j
and j ≤ K.

A solution is a set of cluster centers (CCs) that is
{CC1, CC2, ...CCK}. Each CCi is (n− 1)-dimensional fea-
ture vector, that is CCi = [ci1, c

i
2, ...c

i
n−1].

Equations 1, 2 and 3 calculate Euclidean distances per
feature between one cluster center and one tuple, two cluster
centers and two tuples respectively.

d(CCi, tj) = [[

n−1∑
l=1

(cil − nvjl )
2]/(n− 1)]1/2 (1)

d(CCi, CCj) = [[
n−1∑
l=1

(cil − cjl )
2]/(n− 1)]1/2 (2)

d(ti, ij) = [[
n−1∑
l=1

(nvil − nvjl )
2]/(n− 1)]1/2 (3)

III. PREPROCESSING

Before applying any clustering algorithm data need to
be preprocessed. Several preprocessing steps [17], [35] as
described below.

A. Making class label as the last feature

Original data sets are changed to label the last feature as
the class label. After this step class label becomes nth feature.
In clustering class labels are unknown, so we are considering
first (n− 1) features of data sets.

B. Normalization of data

Amin
i (minimum value of ith attribute) and Amax

i (max-
imum value of ith attribute) are calculated, where 1 ≤
i ≤ n − 1. As defined earlier t = [vt1, v

t
2, ...v

t
n−1], with

vti ∈ dom(Ai) , where 1 ≤ i ≤ (n − 1). After normalization
t = [nvt1, nv

t
2, ..., nv

t
n−1] (where 0 ≤ nvti ≤ 1) using equation

4. It is a simple linear interpolation based conversion formula.

nvti = (vti −Amin
i )/(Amax

i −Amin
i ) for i = 1, 2, ...(n− 1).

(4)

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

In this work, MOGA is doing clustering and feature
selection simultaneously, so we denote this process as
MOGA Feature Selection (H, S). In one of our recent work
[9] we have done similar work i.e. clustering by MOGA but
we have not addressed the problem of feature selection there.
So we denote that work as MOGA (H, S).

In MOGA (H, S), all features except class labels are
taking part to build chromosomes. But all features are not
equally important. So MOGA Feature Selection (H, S) select
only important/ relevant features for clustering. This method
provides three-way benefits.

i) Clustering performance improves significantly.
ii) In can easily identify important features.
iii) Due to the reduction of dimensionality in

MOGA Feature Selection (H, S), faster convergence
than MOGA (H, S) is achieved.

As some features are forming chromosomes, equation 1, 2
and 3 can be modified as 5, 6 and 7 respectively.

dmod(CCi, tj) = [[
n−1∑
l=1

(cil − nvjl )
2]/nva]1/2 (5)

dmod(CCi, CCj) = [[

n−1∑
l=1

(cil − cjl )
2]/nva]1/2 (6)

dmod(ti, ij) = [[
n−1∑
l=1

(nvil − nvjl )
2]/nva]1/2 (7)

where nva = number of valid features in corresponding chro-
mosome that is where cil ̸= #. If cil = # then (cil − nvjl ) = 0
or (cil − cjl ) = 0 or (nvil − nvjl ) = 0.

Note that when all features are taking part in chromosome
building, equations 5, 6 and 7 will become same as equations
1, 2 and 3 respectively.

Different steps of MOGA Feature Selection (H, S) are
described below. It is using equations 5, 6 and 7.

A flowchart of MOGA (H, S) and
MOGA Feature Selection (H, S) is provided in figure
1.



Fig. 1. Flowchart of MOGA (H, S) and MOGA Feature Selection (H, S)

A. Building Initial Population

Initial population size (IPS) is the nearest integer value
of 10% of data set size. Random number of features build
chromosomes. Although correlation between IP size and the
number of instances in the data set are not known, we think
IP size guides searching power of GA and therefore its size
should increase with the size of the data set. In other words,
this is better than fixed IPS for all data set often used in
literature. Here Chj represents the jth chromosome in the
population, where 1 ≤ j ≤ IPS. Each chromosome represents
a prospective solution, which is a set of cluster centers (CCs)
of K clusters. As tuples of data set build CCs, it induces faster
convergence of MOGA, compared to building chromosomes
by randomly choosing continuous feature values from the same
feature domain. Detailed algorithm is available in [12] for
categorical features.

B. Reassign cluster centers

Every chromosome delivers a set of CCs that is
{CC1, CC2, ...CCK}, which is equivalent to step 1 of K-
means algorithm where randomly chosen records builds

CCs. However, in MOGA Feature Selection (H, S), all fea-
tures are not building CCs. For valid features only, one
iteration of K-means algorithm produces new CCs that is
{CC∗

1 , CC∗
2 , ...CC∗

K}, which forms new chromosomes to
replace chromosomes used as input of K-means algorithm.
Detailed K-means algorithm is available in [27], [28]. Some
recent works based on K-means algorithms are [3], [32].
Similar types of algorithms with GA are also a available in
[10], [29].

C. Crossover

Context sensitivity is an important issue in a grouping
task like clustering. Meaning of context insensitivity is “the
schemata defined on the genes of the simple chromosomes do
not convey useful information that could be exploited by the
implicit sampling process carried out by a clustering GA” [13].
In their survey paper Hruschka et. al. [21] shows drawback of
conventional single point crossover operators often described
in the literature considering context sensitivity. We have used
a special crossover operator called “Pairwise crossover” de-
scribed by Fränti in [14] as “The clusters between the two
solutions can be paired by searching the “nearest” cluster (in
the solution B) for every cluster in the solution A. Crossover
is then performed by taking one cluster centroid (by random
choice) from each pair of clusters. In this way we try to avoid
selecting similar cluster centroid from both parent solutions.
The pairing is done in a greedy manner by taking for each
cluster in A the nearest available cluster in B. A cluster that has
been paired cannot be chosen again, thus the last cluster in A
is paired with the only one left in B.” This algorithm does not
give the optimal pairing (2-assignment) but it is a reasonably
good heuristic for the crossover purpose. Crossover probability
(Pco), chosen as 0.9 that is 90% chromosomes undergo with
this crossover.

Parent chromosomes must have the same set of valid and in-
valid features to calculate distance between CCs. So two extra
steps are needed for crossover of MOGA Feature Selection
(H, S). At first, one chromosome is selected randomly from
the population to consider a set of valid and invalid features
from population generated by reassign cluster centers method
(section IV-B). As a second step, population for crossover is
built by selecting chromosomes having the same set of valid
and invalid features as the randomly selected chromosome.
Crossover is done and it changes some chromosomes. Child
chromosomes replace parent chromosomes in the original
population formed by reassign cluster centers method (section
IV-B).

Initially number of parent chromosomes = IPS. All Ch
generated by K-means described in section IV-B are not PChs
of crossover. A subset of population having same set of valid
and invalid features forms population for crossover. So some
PChs are participating in crossover and others are copied as it
is for next operation. Similar type of algorithm for categorical
features are discussed in [12].



D. Substitution

Substitution probability (Psb) is 0.1. Chromosomes after
crossover become parent chromosomes to this. Here dom(Ai)
is continuous. In conventional mutation, any random number
in the range of 0 to 1 can replace nvi, resulting many chro-
mosomes. Considering context sensitivity, instead of replacing
any nvi of chromosome, substitution is replacing CCs by
any tuples randomly. Approximately number of substitution
(Nsb) = ⌊(Npch ×K × Psb)⌋. Only valid features of CCs are
substituted by feature values of any randomly chosen tuple.
Similar type of algorithm for categorical features are discussed
in [12].

E. Combination

At the end of every generation of MOGA some chromo-
somes are lying on the Pareto optimal front. These chromo-
somes have survived and are known as Pareto chromosomes.
Chromosomes obtained from previous substitution method
(algorithm discussed in section IV-D), say NCpre and previous
generation Pareto chromosomes (section IV-H) of MOGA, say
PCpre are considered to perform in the next generation. For
the first generation of GA, PCpre is zero because of the
nonexistence of previous generation.

In general, for ith generation of MOGA, if NCpre is m
and PCpre at the end of (i− 1)th generation of MOGA is n
then after combination, number of chromosomes are n+m or
PCpre +NCpre.

F. Eliminating duplication

Survived chromosomes from previous generation may be
generated again in the present generation of MOGA, resulting
multiple copies of same chromosome. So in this step system
is selecting unique chromosomes from the combined chromo-
some set.

G. Fitness Computation

Modified intra-cluster distance (Homogeneity) (Hmod)
and modified inter-cluster distances (Separation) (Smod)
are two measures for calculating fitness values of
MOGA Feature Selection (H, S) clustering algorithm.
Maximization of 1/Hmod and Smod are the objectives of
MOGA. It converts optimization problem into max-max
framework.

In MOGA (H, S) equation 1 calculates the Euclidean
distance per feature between one cluster center and one tuple.

If dlowest(CCi, tj) is the lowest distance for any value of
i (where 1 ≤ i ≤ K), then tj is assigned to Ci. Equation 8
defines Hi (average intra-cluster distance or homogeneity of
ith cluster).

Hi = [
m∑
j=1

dlowest(CCi, tj)]/mi (8)

where mi is the number of tuples belonging to ith cluster
and tj is assigned to ith cluster based on lowest distance.

Summation of Hi is H , defined in equation 9 as

H =
K∑
i=1

Hi (9)

Say, tj and tp are two distinct tuples from a data set where
tj is assigned to Cx and tp is assigned to Cy . S is defined in
equation 10 using dlowest(CCi, tj) as

S =

m∑
j,p=1

d(tj , tp) (10)

where j ̸= p and x ̸= y.
In MOGA Feature Selection (H, S) equations 8, 9 and 10

are modified into equations 11, 12 and 13 respectively.

Hmodi = [
m∑
j=1

dmodlowest
(CCi, tj)]/mi (11)

Hmod =

K∑
i=1

Hmodi (12)

Smod =
m∑

j,p=1

dmod(tj , tp) (13)

As we are using Euclidean distance per feature and all
normalized features, 1/Hmod and Smod values of different
chromosomes having different sets of valid features become
comparable with one another.

Note that when all features are taking part in chromosome
building equations 11, 12 and 13 become same as equations
8, 9 and 10 respectively.

In MOGA Feature Selection (H, S) system calculates
1/Hmod and Smod for every chromosome in the population.
In this case equations 5, 6 and 7 have been used in place of
equations 1, 2 and 3 respectively of MOGA (H, S).

H. Selection of Pareto chromosomes

All chromosomes lying on the front of max(1/Hmod, Smod)
are Pareto chromosomes. In other words maximizing 1/Hmod

and Smod are two objectives of MOGA. As this process is
applied after combination, elitism [5], [6] is adhered to.

I. Building intermediate population

From 2nd generation onwards for every even generation,
selected Pareto chromosomes of previous generation build
population. This helps to build a population of chromosomes
close to the Pareto optimal front, resulting convergence of
MOGA. For every odd generation of MOGA or if for any
generation previous generation of MOGA does not produce
Pareto chromosomes greater than 2 then population are created
using algorithm discussed in section IV-A. This introduces
new chromosomes in population and induces diversity in the
population. Population size is also varies from one generation
to another.



V. TESTING AND COMPARISON

In literature different validity indices are available to mea-
sure the goodness of clusters. C Index [22], Dunn Index [8]
and Davies-Bouldin (DB) Index [4] are some of them. Among
these we have used Davies-Bouldin (DB) Index [4] here.
Equation 14 is calculating DB Index.

DB Index = 1/K
K∑

i=1,i̸=j

max((Hmodi+Hmodj )/dmod(CCi, CCj))

(14)
where K is the number of clusters, Hmodi is the average

distance of all patterns in cluster i to their cluster center
CCi, Hmodj is the average distance of all patterns in cluster
j to their cluster center CCj and dmod(CCi, CCj) is the
distance between cluster centers CCi and CCj . For MOGA
(H, S) equation 14 is using equations 1 and 2 whereas
for MOGA Feature Selection (H, S) equation 14 is using
equations 5 and 6.

5 popular data sets from UCI Machine Learning Repository
[30] compares the performance of three clustering algorithms
in table I. For every data set for every clustering algorithm
average values of 10 individual runs are tabulated.

MOGA (H, S) is better than K-means and
MOGA Feature Selection (H, S) outperforms MOGA
(H, S) almost in all aspects for 5 data sets. It clearly shows
the effectiveness of simultaneous attribute selection and
optimization using MOGA.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have implemented a version of a
novel real coded hybrid elitist MOGA for K-clustering
(MOGA Feature Selection (H, S)). It is known that elitist
model of GAs provides the optimal string as the number
of iterations increases to infinity [2]. Due to the use of
special population building process, hybridization of K-means
with GA, special crossover and substitution operator GAs
are producing good clustering solution in smaller numbers
of iteration (100). MOGA Feature Selection (H, S) is giv-
ing best results among 2 algorithms (MOGA (H, S) and
MOGA Feature Selection (H, S)). It shows the effectiveness
of simultaneous feature selection.

We have achieved one important data mining task of clus-
tering by finding cluster centers. We have considered only
continuous features in this work. Categorical features need
other type of encoding, as Euclidean distance per feature
measures is not suitable for those types of features. Dealing
with missing features values and unseen data are other problem
areas. In the present form algorithm is not dealing with missing
values in data. It may be interesting to adapt MOGA based
K-clustering with unknown number of clusters. Authors are
working in these directions.
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